A substantial percentage of COVID-19 survivors experience debilitating symptoms long after the acute phase has resolved (1). The various names used in the literature for this complex condition include Long Covid - the name typically preferred by patients/advocates - but also post-COVID conditions, post-acute sequelae of SARS-CoV-2, and many others. This considerable variation makes locating articles on Long Covid challenging: precise queries return limited results, but broader queries suffer from low accuracy. We therefore created a comprehensive, searchable collection of Long Covid articles as an extension to LitCovid, a widely used literature hub with nearly 180,000 articles specific to COVID-19 (2). We hope that the Long Covid collection, updated weekly, will help researchers and healthcare professionals keep up with the latest research. The Long Covid collection is searchable online at the LitCovid portal: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/research/coronavirus/docsum?text=e_condition:LongCovid

Methods
We created the Long Covid collection using a human-in-the-loop machine learning process, allowing all articles relevant to Long Covid to be identified without manually reviewing every article. Following early definitions of Long Covid, we defined an article to be relevant if it considers symptoms or complications beyond 4 weeks from the onset of COVID-19 symptoms.

Our process combines multiple relevance signals into a single probabilistic prediction, which is then used to choose new articles for manual annotation. The automated relevance signals are then updated using the newly-annotated articles, iteratively improving the predictions. Our relevance signals include: 1. predictions from the LitSuggest web-based literature curation tool (3), 2. a purpose-built pattern-based named entity recognition (NER) system to identify mentions of Long Covid, 3. entity annotations from PubTator, 4. MeSH terms, and 5. predictions from CoronaCentral (4). We combine these relevance signals using triplet data programming (5), which estimates the accuracy of each input from the agreement rates between input pairs. Our extension of triplet data programming allows the full range of probabilities, not only binary predictions, and improves the reliability of the accuracy estimates by ignoring input pairs where their agreement may be due to random chance.

Results
As of early October 2021, the Long Covid collection contains 4,643 articles. Figure 1a shows the number of articles on Long Covid over time. Figure 1b compares the set of articles relevant to
Long Covid to the articles returned by querying PubMed for various Long Covid terms and the articles in CoronaCentral annotated with the entity “SARS-CoV-2” and topic “Long Haul.” Note the low recall of precise queries (e.g. “Long Covid”) and low precision of broad queries (e.g. post covid symptoms), confirming the difficulty of locating Long Covid articles by query alone. Figure 1c shows the number of articles within 12 most frequent subtopics identified by the PDC clustering algorithm, with pairwise associations. Figure 1d shows the Long Covid terms found most frequently in the collection by the NER system.
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